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Often times, “old” can be associated with weakness of some sort. “I’m just not as young as I used to be” one 
confesses upon needing help to accomplish a task. “I am too old for that” another says when confronted with 
a laborious job. When we are young we can often act and live as though we are never going to get old. Youth 
is seen as an envious or a desired thing symbolizing energy and health. “Old”, well often old is not desired, 
wanted or even seen as a benefit.  

I think that description of old often leads us to a similar line of thinking when looking at the Bible. We have the 
Old and New Testaments. The Old is often seen as archaic, less relevant, boring, or difficult. It can be easy for 
us to be drawn to the New Testament as more user friendly, relevant or the place we should be looking for 
answers to our current problems. However, time teaches us all that age is not so bad. We gain experience, 
wisdom, and memories. In addition to that, we learn there is nothing new under the sun and so we also see 
the importance of learning from the past to help with the future. By God’s grace, that is what we pray the Holy 
Spirit will do according to his own promise as we go back to the Old Testament and examples of faith found 
there to grow in our own. So, this morning, as we look at some “old” faith may we grow in seeing the power of 
God and how it still works for you and me today. 

22 Then Solomon stood before the altar of the LORD in front of the whole assembly of Israel, spread out his 
hand toward heaven 23 and said: “LORD, the God of Israel, there is no God like you in heaven above or on earth 
below—you who keep your covenant of love with your servants who continue wholeheartedly in your way. 
41 “As for the foreigner who does not belong to your people Israel but has come from a distant land because of 
your name— 42 for they will hear of your great name and your mighty hand and your outstretched arm—when 
they come and pray toward this temple, 43 then hear from heaven, your dwelling place. Do whatever the 
foreigner asks of you, so that all the peoples of the earth may know your name and fear you, as do your own 
people Israel, and may know that this house I have built bears your Name.  

Put yourself there, if you can. The house of God has been a glorified tent for some time. Set things up, take it 
down. Through wandering in the desert to entering the promised land to extending the boundaries under the 
reign of King David. Now there was peace. And it has come time to focus on building a house both for God as 
well as for his proclamation. It is said that it is going to be so great that it will draw foreigners to see it and 
come to hear and know about God as well. Design has been done under the reign of David but now it is time 
to build. A place has been set aside on the highest point in the city of Jerusalem, atop the same mountain 
where Abraham was instructed by God to sacrifice his only son Isaac. Building began seven years ago. You 
would go often to check out the progress, but it has been a long time coming. The structure went up along 
with the walls. The metal workers came in to overlay the inside of the temple with gold. Now here it stands in 
all of its glory. A permanent temple for worship to God.  

You have watched it the entire time. Human hands have built this temple. But now here is King Solomon giving 
a prayer to God at the dedication. It is a prayer that does not give any glory to people, despite this magnificent 
structure they have just built, but it gives all glory to God. It recognizes the purpose of this structure is not to 
bring glory to a group of people for what they have accomplished but to put forth God’s name and to lift up 
his glory. 

And let’s pause right there. Is there a takeaway from this “old” faith for us? Remember this is coming from a 
man who is described as having “a breadth of understanding as measureless as the sand on the seashore.” Yet 
the praise and glory does not go to him, but to God. Some of you have many years in your rearview mirror, 
some, God-willing have many ahead of you, and even some have a mixture of both. How do you approach 
them? Do you look back on the strength of body and mind you once had thinking, wow was I good!? Do you 
look forward to days to come thinking of the talent, skill, and determination you possess thinking of all the 
things you will accomplish and the name you are going to make for yourself? Are you overrun with business, in 



the time of your life when you have a strong mind and the body to accomplish tasks and so you stay so busy in 
what are doing that you are forgetting to see by whose strength you are really doing it? Or maybe even the 
ministry here at Christ? Can we be tempted to think about the hours we put in individually, the responsibilities 
you have as an individual? The sinful part of us can think all sorts of things, that person is paid so of course 
they are going to be here, I am not and I show up and work harder. Or the one who is paid for their work in 
the church, I put my self last and the church first every single week, I deserve the appreciation I get and the 
chance to skip out on things here and there even though I really should be there. To sum it up, this “old” 
prayer from the lips of Solomon has an awful lot to teach us doesn’t it? It has a lot to teach us because at it’s 
roots it is turning the spotlight from the faith and onto the one who has worked the faith. It recognizes that 
faith and the actions that stem from it are only as great as the one who has worked it. It stands in awe, even in 
the face of the greatest earthly acts we will ever accomplish at the grandeur and bliss of the undeserved love 
shown to us sinners in Christ. 

But that is not all this old faith has to teach us concerning it’s focus on the power of God. Solomon’s prayer 
goes on and we pick back up with it on verse 41. There, we see the focus, even back then on reaching those 
who are not there at the dedication, those who were not a part of the whole assembly of Israel. Here there is 
a very direct call to action. Here, there is the plea to God that he would hear them and do for them. But also, 
here is the recognition of hard work. This temple took seven years. Much of Solomon’s time would have been 
consumed by this. There most certainly, would have been constant problems and questions that needed 
attention and answers. Yes, God gave Solomon the wisdom to build it but he also didn’t just sit back on his 
heels and wait for it to pop out of the ground. He built it. But look at the why. It was built so that God’s name 
might be proclaimed and honored. It was built so that others may come to know of the same mercy and grace 
God had shown to his people. It was built so that the greatness of God’s name might be honored and so that 
God’s people could both show their sorrow over their sin but also so that they could rejoice in the forgiveness 
that was theirs. 

Here too, this so-called old faith has something to say to you and me. It is an encouragement to trust in the 
power of God. Solomon, though wise, had no way of seeing the future. He could handle things to the best of 
his God-given wisdom as he was able but he still knew all future events were in the hands of God alone. So, in 
faith, he leaves them there. That is a huge lesson to learn from this old faith before us. It is a huge lesson in 
the power of God. So, hold God accountable to his promises. That is what God wants for you and me. He 
wants us to seek first his kingdom and his righteousness. He wants us to work as in the daytime. He wants us 
to go into all the world and proclaim his grace and peace to all creation.  

In Solomon’s case, God told them specifically how. In our scenario he does not. He leaves that up to our 
decision and planning. So, as long as God gives us breath, may we seek out opportunities to do that very thing 
to the best of our ability. As we do so, may we learn from this old faith we see here in 1 Kings and trust in the 
mighty power of God. Trust he will bless what he has commanded and trust that, continuing whole-heartedly 
in his way, he will see from heaven as we bear his powerful name. Amen. 

 


